
From: James Cogdell
To: Soave, Melissa
Subject: Fwd: FW: Women"s Studies Semester Conversion
Date: Thursday, February 10, 2011 10:13:22 PM

Hi Melissa,

   I think this is to be attached to the proposal for CAA approval.

-- Jim

-------- Original Message --------
Subject:FW: Women's Studies Semester Conversion

Date:Thu, 10 Feb 2011 16:41:52 -0500
From:Wolf, Kay <Kay.Wolf@osumc.edu>

To:'James Cogdell' <cogdell@math.ohio-state.edu>

 
 
From: Williams, Valarie [mailto:Williams.1415@osu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2011 5:49 PM
To: Wolf, Kay
Cc: Bystydzienski.1@osu.edu; Lexie Beer; Valarie Williams
Subject: Re: Women's Studies Semester Conversion
 
Dear Kay,
 
Thank you for your detailed questions and catching of the typos!  
 
 For learning outcomes in graduate programs in the arts and humanities, your subcommittee
will find that there are variations in the level of detail and specificity, especially at the
graduate level.  Since we are new to creating graduate program learning goals, and they are
not required, we are hopeful that while you are providing valuable feedback for the unit, this
would not stop or hold up a proposal from being approved for its semester version of its
quarter offering.  
 
At all levels of the Arts and Humanities, the graduate programs aim to teach methodological
and creative approaches to conducting research and creative activity.  In the case of the Arts
programs, their learning goals are prescribed by a national granting and accrediting agency.
 In the case of the Humanities programs, these are less rigid, less detailed, and more fluid.
 Therefore the learning goals are shared throughout graduate programs and the emphasis is on
differing degrees and the research protocol is of different lengths for written or
performance/creative work.  For example, the research level of a PhD program prepares
students to enter the academy, as do the professionally tagged, terminal degrees such as the
DMA, MM, and MFA.  The research/creative activity level of a MA program prepares
students to have one or two experiences at that advanced level, but not with the same
engagement or sustainment over time as for the terminal degree programs.  
 
The Curricular Maps that accompany the graduate level programs in Women's Studies
provide a way to navigate the varying degrees of engagement and sustained advanced study
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for each learning goal as defined by the unit.  On page 12 of CAA of the Graduate Minor,
you will see that students engage at an advanced level in two instances, one of which
involves the writing of a paper that uses the feminist methodological framework which is a
hallmark of this department.  On page 14 of the MA, you will see that those students engage
further with five experiences at an advanced level, and on page 20 of CAA of the PhD, you
will see that these students engage on multiple advanced levels through their major and minor
fields.
 
I have also threaded answers to your questions below:
 
 

 
Graduate Minor in Women's Studies
Clarify how students know the concentration courses that relate to the Gateway
courses (CAA pages 7 of 12).

 
The last two digits of the courses numbered xx10, xx20, xx40, and xx80 relate to the topics in
the gateway courses.  On page 7 of CAA this is outlined where the gateway courses WS7710,
7720, 7740, 7780 are mentioned and then their correlating concentration courses are found in
the next set of numbers:  8810, 8820, 8840, 8880.  As you can see in the list of semester
courses on CAA page 8, the students "theorize" in the 7000-level course work and then apply
the theorizing or method in their topics courses with the same names at the 8000-level.

While the minor does not need goals, they are listed.  The committee was somewhat concerned
with the third goal regarding research.  Is the minor to develop the ability to perform women's
studies research?  These are the same goals for the MA and PhD minus one.
 
Yes, one of the goals of the Graduate Minor is for students to conduct feminist
methodological research.  One goal of the program is to have students acquire the skills so
that they may use this methodological framework, construct a theoretical point using data and
methods particular to feminist inquiry, and then produce a paper that looks at a particular
problem that interests the graduate students through a theoretical feminist lens.  They learn
the methods in 7700 or 7760, they utilize these methods in the research paper/project that is
assigned in the gateway course work, and then in their concentration electives they utilize the
methodological framework to look at an issue from their chosen discipline.
 

 
PhD in Women's Studies
Credit hours = 81 (Required 36 hours + minimum 15 hours of research after 50 hour masters)
-Page 7  #4 Typo in number 893 = 8893
-Page 9 - Graduate representative at oral exam no longer required.
-PhD Learning goals - while not required are the same as the MA - Should there not be some
differences?
 
Please see above.
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MA Women's Studies
PhD Learning goals - goals - while not required are the same as the MA - Should there not be some
differences?
 
Please see explanation above.

-Page 6 - WS 893 - typo
-Page 8 - WS 863 first line - typo
- Page 8 - Last line - semester, not quarter
Page 9 - Are the five electives from a selection of 6 courses? - or can you select two from WS
electives and three from other coursework?
 
A student can select from eight courses.
 
 
If you would like to send the programs back to us in PACER, then we can make the
corrections of typos, or you could merely lay these explanations over your CAA proposals. 
 
We look forward to the proposals moving forward to full committee for approval and will
enjoy being at CAA when this happens.
 
Many thanks for your diligence as we continue to provide excellent educational opportunities
for our students in this time of transition from quarters to semesters,
 
 
Valarie 
 
-- 
Valarie Williams, M.F.A., Ph.D.
Associate Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, Arts and Humanities
Director, OSU Urban Arts Space
Professor of Dance
 
114 University Hall
230 N. Oval Mall
Columbus, OH  43210

FAX:    614-247-7498
phone: 614-292-4435
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